Ghosts of Cape May Trolley Tour (30 minutes)
What was that shadow? Was it the undead of Cape May's past wandering their beloved haunts? You might scoff, you might shudder, but rest assured: on board a trolley with an experienced guide you will begin to wonder what's beyond when you hear the tales of hauntings unearthed in Cape May by renowned psychic medium and author Craig McManus.

Spirits & Oddities Trolley Tour (30 minutes)
They did what??!! Headless photography? Electric Corsets? Coffin Torpedoes? Explore some of the stand beliefs, superstitions, oddities, fads, curiosities and mysteries from the end of the 19th century – the Victorian era. Hear stories from Cape May's history that are bizarre, unexplained or just downright weird!

Historic Haunts House Tour (30 minutes)
Take a guided tour of the historic (some say haunted) 1879 Physick Estate, where you'll learn about Victorian spiritualism and modern ghost hunting techniques.

Strange Victorian Obsessions House Tour (30 minutes)
Victorians were fascinated with mystery and illusion and this tour through first floor rooms in the 1879 Physick House Museum shares that fascination. Learn about the famous Harry Houdini who captivated Victorian audiences with his intricate escapes, the Goddess of Mystery, Ionia, a Belgian beauty who Victorians worshipped for her spectacles of magic, The Great Lafayette, who became known as the world's greatest magician, and Pepper's Ghost, an illusion still used today, with Sherlock Holmes, Jack the Ripper and more.
Phantoms of the Physick Estate: The Dearly Departed (45 minutes)
You’ve received an invitation to a dinner party from a dear friend, but there’s a problem: the address on the invite is a house that is known to be vacant – and haunted. Will you take the chance and attend, or will you always be curious about what might have happened?

Voices From Beyond House Tour (1 hour)
Experience an unusual tour in Cape May MAC’s 1879 Emlen Physick House. In the Voices from Beyond Tour, you will hear actual spirit voices captured by Cape May MAC staff over the past 10 years. View historical photos of the Physick family and their staff alongside photos of apparitions seen inside the house. Learn about the equipment and tools used throughout history in paranormal research. Who could these voices belong to and what is keeping them connected to the Physick House Museum? Draw your own conclusions on this new and exciting paranormal tour.

Historic Haunts Combo Tour: A double dose of Ghosts! (1 hour)
Get into the “spirit” of things on a trolley tour past some of Cape May’s regal Victorian residences, reputed to host more than the living. You will also enjoy a guided tour of the historic (some say haunted) 1879 Emlen Physick Estate, where you’ll learn about Victorian spiritualism and modern ghost hunting techniques.

Spirits, Oddities & Obsessions Combination Tour (1 hour)
Combine the Strange Victorian Obsessions House Tour with the Spirits & Oddities Trolley Tour.

For group inquiries or reservations, contact:
Susan F. Gibson, CTIS Group Tour Manager
Direct: 609-224-6030 | sgibson@capemaymac.org